College Committee To Seek Required Course Reforms

By STEVE RIDDLE

The College Policy Committee of the College will soon request that the University present a system of distributional course requirements under which the student can have more choice of course sequences. The committee has already declared its opposition to the University's present plan to require the student to choose one of four major-combination programs based on degree requirements.

The committee favors a system which would allow students to choose any traditional major-minor combination or any area of distributional studies, provided the student introduces at least 12 credit units and a course which would fulfill major, minor, and core requirements.

The present plan requires that students, in order to complete their degree, take at least 12 credit units. The second plan, in which students would be able to choose any combination of courses, would allow students to complete their degree with fewer courses.

The committee believes that the present plan is too rigid and that students should be allowed to choose their own courses, rather than being forced into a specific plan. The committee also believes that the present plan is too difficult for students to follow, and that the second plan would be easier for students to understand.

The committee is scheduled to meet on Tuesday, March 15, to discuss the issue further. They hope to present their proposal to the University by the end of the month.
**Students**

**$1 ROACS 2-YTULG 3-INECPL 4-EKOMS 5-OLDRAL**

If you are responsible about what you do in the space provided below, you can qualify for a $10,000 cash bond. Send your answers, so we can make you happy, and mail with your name address, city, state and up to 24 P.O. box, Dutty, Pa. 15052.

**Hurry Deadline March 10, 1973**

**Name**

City: 1

State: 2

Zip: 3

**All’s Weather**

An absolutely lovely winter has moved on for this year. To have even a comparatively warm winter with absence of snow. Then it looks as if spring is here two weeks early. After some rain this morning, skies will begin to clear for this afternoon with highs to be in the mid-30’s. Temperatures will be partly cloudy and cool with the winds to be around 6 mph. Tomorrow will be very interesting for a surprise. It will be warmer and with any luck a little rain. High temperature will approach or even pass the 70 degree mark. flying out the northwinds!

**The Quad Film Series Presents**

The Internationally Acclaimed Czech Film

**A Report On The Party**

And The Guests

Tuesday, March 6 8:30 P.M.

McClelland Hall 50' Admission

**Classifieds**

**Help.**

Our Cities.
Our Oceans.
Our Trees.
Our Towns.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
Our Lakes.
Our Mountains.
Our Streams.
Our Deserts.
Buckminster Fuller: World Fellow

By Tom Candor

There is nothing more rabidly extraordinary about my exploit that I think I am a discoverer and inquisitive in a comprehensive way.

Last October, Richard Buckminster Fuller became World Fellow at Residence University, Harvard University, and Bryn Mawr College. The poet was probably called World Fellow because it's the only possible title for Fuller. This is a philologist, inventor, sculptor, poet and architect, but none of these occupations, really, could adequately describe him. He is really quite mad.

How can society look back to the future instead of the past to solve problems and to make evolution a less painful process? The point is made, and we have to ask what we were when a kid and said, What the point is, we want many people that have an idea. Fuller says, the only type of people involved in such matters will be our own.

The only people involved would be people that have to do with the environment, society, and economic activity itself. I'm sure the idea would make many people function with it.

This idea would be the works that are no longer than what you project a system in which you have a special research.

The Daily Pennsylvania

The Sahb European Delivery Plan. (Or how to get free delivery in Amsterdam and Gothenburg.)

We don't have any record of any woman making a mathematical discovery. It's really quite interesting.

Buckminster Fuller is a world of ideas, a world of vision. He is really just what it is. You can get away with that, I think I am a discoverer and inquisitive in a comprehensive way.

...but then, it is not possible to make a discovery that society, in the society of our times, is really rather easy to take advantage of the old.

If you would be in a hospital where the doctors have to live on the road, immediately, these things are at stake, and not in a house. The world's whole work would come right against the box, with us, and you, and the others, working with you.

Finally, the world is right. It's going to be right. We have to turn it over to society, and not to any one man or the field of environment.

"Ten years from today all the universities in the world will be involved in the arts that people have to do with the environment.

I'm sure the idea would make many people function with it.

This idea would be the works that are no longer than what you project a system in which you have a special research.

The Daily Pennsylvania

On Campus at Shapir Studios 3907 Walnut St.

I see evolution as a matter of emergence by emergency. The old is tearing and the new emerging.

Fuller's intellectual territory has few boundaries, "World Fellow" was a suitable designation.

Buckminster Fuller: world fellow
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Fuller's intellectual territory has few boundaries, "World Fellow" was a suitable designation.
by Melvin J. Kopstein.

This society must be committed toward a quality education for every individual.

Watson: University Should Recognize Changing Roles of Nurses

letters to the editor

Watson: University Should Recognize Changing Roles of Nurses

in the interest of accuracy and in the belief that facts are at first treated as they are unlike what is usually considered to be a source of ongoing knowledge, I wish to make a correction in the typography of the letter published in the March 23, 1973, issue of the Daily Pennsylvanian.

The correct name of the department of journalism is the Department of Communication and Journalism, and the correct name of the university is the University of Pennsylvania.

Reform and Philadelphia Schools

Life Options for Women

Graduate School and Academic Careers

Should I go to Graduate School?

- Should I go now?

- Ever?

- Never?
N. Viets Bolt Talks; Fighting Up

By United Press International

KHAMOUAN, Laos (UPI)—The chief Viet Minh negotiator Monday reported a substantial increase in communist morale following heavy fighting over the weekend. A Laotian spokesman said the Viet Minh claimed to have taken 102 miles of line Sunday.

**Attends Shows Gains**

Pope Paul Appoints another release is scheduled for about Wednesday.

**Sudan Presses For Death of Guerrillas**

KHARTOUM—Sudanese officials around the United States Embassy that the eight Palestinian guerrillas who killed two American diplomats and a Belgian and that the eight Palestinian guerrillas would be executed, U.S. sources said.

**Chief of U.S. forces in the Pacific**

headquarters of the Commander in Chief of U.S. forces in the Pacific was put at two dead and 11 wounded.

**Penh. Government casualties were**

of Phnom Penh. Communist forces Monday reported a substantial in-

**strength in Sunday's congressional**

Monday reported a substantial increase in the Chamber of Commerce have indicated they would be actively supporting the re-

**But leftist minority coalition surprising**

The Communist-Socialist coalition claimed victory Monday after Sun-

**round election success.**

The professor of civil procedure and

**indicated they would be actively**

the proposed reforms. He said the recommendations hope "to create a climate in Philadelphia that a good system of criminal justice is what's needed, not the current crush of cases in the crown of least judges."

"We've predicted the adoption of the sawgrass would require a sub-

**stantial amount of money, but**

that 'we can afford to pay for prisons that aren't so overcrowding and brutalizing.'

suggesting that prediction and the alternatives are to be provided and often preferable to prison sentence.

L CRS added that the current overloaded situation appre-

**ciates the average case load per parole officer is 300" and "in-

**correction's cost the community a

**only two dollars per day" per person.

**but will be arranged to help gain**

"prime movers and shakers of the Chamber of Commerce have

**take an active role in helping to gain**

American Indians.

**occupation of this Oglala Sioux hamlet**

officials inside a tepee in a snow

**cupon of this Oglala Sioux hamlet**

before ending their six-day oc-

**upation of this Oglala Sioux hamlet**

The two diplomats will be buried

**Wednesday in Arlington National**

Cemetery.

**with Interior Official**

The two diplomats will be buried

**wednesday in Arlington National**

Cemetery.

**the two diplomats will be buried**

**wednesday in Arlington National**

Cemetery.

**the two diplomats will be buried**

**wednesday in Arlington National**

Cemetery.
Icemen Face Snobbish ‘BU
In First Round of ECHC’s

BY BILLY BRUGGER

While Providence’s first-round opponents aren’t regulars on the varsity next year except the one from Penn, would have welcomed the change to the Penn State Hockey University at any varsity snobbish hockey. But for the University Penn players who have probably mustured in the university has the Red and Blue.

BU denied this sentiment exactly. But, still, Marsha Brown doesn’t believe they won’t be in the schedule.

"I could not have fantasized for a moment that the schedule would be changed," Brown said.

BU’s acceptance may not be just another in the long list of scheduling misdeeds but could signal a positive move. The 

Sports

Frosh Hockey Report
Five Ivy League Teams
Garner Winning Slates
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DP Sports Editor

LaSalle will also be aided by the return of freshman Charlie Wise, product of a now-defunct JV team. Says 6-7 swing-man, Baskerville, a 6-7 swing-man, "I have more confidence at shooting. The change wasn’t drastic enough to keep Bee- crochet from moving into Penn’s starting line-up on the quarters’ western swings over Christian Redissn. Winters was responsible for capturing the quarter stand. The Cat’s will receive help from few handlings. But praise for this edition of the opening round of the NCAA tourney. "The last three games we’ve played have been a little bit different," Winters said. "Sometimes we work as good as a team, like taking shot. I have done those things but not often enough. Sometimes I get a little bit too on the road might seem odd to some,

BASKERVILLE (3-0 in their last game of the regular season), RPI (5-4), aad Providence (5-5, 18 assists, and first-liner Dolloff’s 8-18-28). O’Neal and Steve Dolloff. Both copped

WANTED

For DONATING PLASMA

DESCRIPTION: At least 110 lb., Good Health, and interested in being a plasma donor to help provide critically needed plasma for the treatment and the Preparations of Blood and Serum.

Distinguishing Marks: Blood Group A or B

Last Known Address: University of Penn Campus

REWARD OFFERED $35.00 Per Week CALL NOW FOR DETAILS: CH7-2433

Open Until 8 P.M. Every Mon., Tue., Wed., & Thurs.

BioGenics Inc.
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